l Introduction. This article was motivated by the desire to obtain an iterative method for solving a system of equations, linear or not, into which all equations would enter symmetrically, and which would be suitable for numerical application, particularly on a high speed digital computing machine.
The general problem considered is the solution of a system of k equations {/j(a?)=O} in n unknowns (x lf •••, x n )=x where, as throughout the paper, all variables and function values are real. Each step of our method consists in obtaining, from one approximation a; to a solution of the system, the next approximation by adding to x the vector sum of corrections parallel to the gradients of the k functions f 5 (x) .
The lengths of the corrections are regulated by individual weights and by use of a factor ^=£0. The component gradient correction for a single equation //#)=0 is of the Newton-Raphson type because the correction, if applied to an initial approximation # (0) , gives a point annihilating the usual linear approximation to f ό {x) for x near # (0) . After considering in § 2 the well known formula for a gradient correction to an approximate solution # (0) of a single equation f(x)=0, the method of composite gradient corrections for a general system is described in § 3. In § 4, we apply the method to a system of k linear equations in n unknowns, and prove that, for an arbitrary approximation # (0) to a solution of the system, we obtain a sequence {# (m) } which tends with a geometric rate of convergence to a point x, nearest to # (0) , of the set which satisfies the system in a sense of weighted least squares. Section 5 treats a fairly general system with an isolated solution x. The sequence {# (m) } of § 3 is proved to converge to x if the initial approximation # (0) is sufficiently near x. Section 6 considers the implicit function x=x(t) defined by a related system of n equations f(x; r)=0, where τ=(τ lf * ,r Λ ), and τ=r(ί), 0<[£<Il. It is proved that, if O=t o <Ct 1 <C* ' <it ι =l is a fine enough partition of the ^-interval, then the sequence {# (m) } of § 3 tends to x(t t ) if ίc (0) =^(ί ί _. 1 ) This result yields a small arc method for computing the points x{t t ) in sequence.
There is an extensive literature on the solution of linear systems {fj( χ ) = Q} by iterative processes where each iteration involves a correction related to a specified direction, in particular that of some gradient; 692 WILLIAM L. HART AND THEODORE S. MOTZKIN see [2, p. 310] . Frequently, the correction involves preliminary minimization of a single function g{x)^>0 built up from the f ό . A general method of this type is due to Hestenes and Stein, reference 53 in [2] . For an initial approximation x and assigned direction d, they introduce a constant α* such that g(x + ad) attains its minimum at a=a*; the correction to x is βa*d, where β is a constant; d and β are subject to change at each iteration. This method could be specialized to the situation in our Theorem 4.1, where the correction to any x is pΔx= grad [ipg(x)~], with g(x) in (4.12). However, for simplicity in §4, and efficiency in its application to nonlinear systems in § § 5 and 6, we have based § 4 directly on § 3, without using g (x) . For nonlinear systems, our correction to x in general does not have the direction of the gradient of any single function g (x) τ . A method of S. Kaczmarz for linear systems, reference 67 of [2] , in common with our procedure, involves the gradients of the f ό {x) separately. However, in contrast to the composite nature of our gradient corrections, he introduces corrections taken along the gradients of the fj in sequence, to carry out a single cycle of the iteration. For an arbitrary initial approximation # (0) to a solution, the Kaczmarz method may yield a sequence {# (m) } which is not convergent and only stays bounded [4] , whereas the sequence {# (m) } of § 4 always has a unique limit.
There are intimate contacts between our procedure in the linear case and a method due to L. F. Richardson, reference 98 in [2] , and later to R. von Mises and Hilda Pollaczek-Geiringer, reference 123 in [2] . For a system 2 xH+b=0, in matrix form, and an initial approximation, x, to a solution, Richardson specifies the next approximation y=x -p(xH+b). With a system {f 3 
the Richardson method is applied to a related system (see §4), the approximations {# (m) }, m>0, starting with a given # (0) , are those of § 4. Then, also, the condition (4.25) on p in § 4 becomes a well known condition for convergence of the Richardson method (see [2, p. 311] The Kaczmarz method for the solution of linear systems has led to the development of a corresponding sequential projection method for nonlinear systems, introduced by Tompkins [6] . The distinction between the method of Kaczmarz and that of § 4 implies a similar difference between the method of Tompkins and that of § 5.
In a paper by Chernoff and Crockett [1] , an isolated maximum of a function f(x) is determined, essentially, by solving the system {dfjdx ι = 0} by an iterative method involving the gradient of f(x), in some metric. With their main hypothesis [1, p. 34] , our Theorem 5.1 also provides a sequence tending to x.
Extensions of the present paper are planned to inequalities and to equations in the complex field. and we assume that w(x)^0 on the range for x. Let x^=x^ + Δx^\ and define
Then it can be verified that
annihilates the usual linear approximation to f(x) for points x near £ (0) . In particular, if f(x) is linear, then /(# (1) ) = 0, and x ω is the orthogonal projection of
is a polynomial of degree k in x 19 , x n , and let A be the surface f(x) = 0 in α:-space. The linear polar for A corresponding to a point # (0) can be defined as the hyperplane
With Δx^ given by (2.1), let x^ = x (^ + kΔx (0 \ Then it can be verified that #=α (2) satisfies (2.3). Hence, x (Ό is one kth of the way from # (0) to the polar hyperplane for # (0) , along the normal from # (0) to this hyperplane.
It is important to recognize that the vector Δx, obtained from (2.1), is unaltered if f(x) is changed to cf{x), where c is any nonzero constant. Also, with Δx visualized as a geometric entity described in terms of the gradient of f(x), Δx is seen to be unaltered by an orthogonal transformation of the coordinates x u , x n . Formula (2.1) is fundamental in essentially all methods employing the notion of a gradient correction in extremizing a function f(x), or in solving systems of equations.
3 Description of the composite gradient method* Consider a system, written in vector form,
Let x be an assigned approximation to a solution of (3.1). Then, from (2.1), with
, and with the part relating to the gradient taken at a point ξ in Ω not necessarily the same as x, we write
where it is assumed that w)(x) = ^fl 3 {x)φQ in Ω. In (3.2), ξ is in-
troduced to permit possible simplification in applications of the method to general systems of type (3.1) . Let (τj lf •••,%) be an arbitrary set of positive " weights/' and define Δx as the weighted sum of the vectors
or a given approximation x to a solution of (3.1), the next approximation y is defined thus, where pφO is a constant whose permissible values will be discussed later :
Then (3.4) becomes the basis for a recursion formula in setting up successive approximations to a solution of (3.1), as follows. Let # (0) be an initial approximation to a solution of (3.1). For ra>0, define # (m) formally by the equation
in which the numbers p^φQ, m!>0, f (m) , m^O, in Ω either are designated in advance or are determined in sequence. This paper discusses mainly conditions for the existence and convergence of {# (m) }, first for linear systems and later for general systems. NOTE 3.1. An important special case of (3.5) and (3.6) 
4)
If ^7^0 is assigned, and x is a designated approximation to a solution of (4.2) , the next approximation, y, from (3.4) is y=x + pΔx. Before considering a sequence (3.5) for (4.2), it is desirable to recognize pro-perties of S/Stf" which follow immediately from standard theorems, and to investigate the set Ψ of points in #-space where Δx=0. 
Also

A'A=(SA)'SA=A'S'SA=AΊA=AΆ ,
where / is the n by n unit matrix. Hence, in A A, the ith element of n the main diagonal is 1, or Σά£,= l. Let bc Λ j=ά hJ τy) 12 and S/ = (ά hj ). Then if z is an assigned approximation to a solution of (4.6), the corresponding vector Δx of (4.4) 
LEMMA 4.6. The quadratic function g(x) has an absolute minimum, which is attained if and only if x is in Ψ.
Proof. The range for the function g(x) is the same as the range for the corresponding function g{ιι), formed for (4.10), where or since βJ%f'=0. We see that g(u) attains its absolute minimum, \\βf, if and only if u i = ύ for i<Lr, which describes the points in Ψ and proves the lemma.
On account of Lemma 4.6, Ψ may be described as the set of solutions in a sense of weighted-least-squares, for the normalized system n corresponding to a system (4.1) where (a hj ) is of rank r and Σ^ΛJT^O for all j .
We note that Δx of (4.4) is --grad#(x); Au= -Δ Δ THEOREM 4.1. In a system (4.1), normalized or not, where for all j, let r be the rank of (a hj (ϋ) . Application of (3.5) If r>l, then r"<Cω and ρ<Jl\ω is sufficient to imply (4.25), which establishes (4.17) if r>l. If r=l then 7 " = ω, and the sufficient condition (4.25) becomes (4.17), as stated for r=l. Now suppose first that γ'φγ", which implies r>l. Then inspection of (4.24) leads to the conclusion that σ β attains its minimum when a r =-a", or The following result will be used later. 5 Solution of a general system. Consider the system (3.1), or
Assume that x is a solution of (5.1) and that, for all i and j, f i5 (x) is continuous and w) (x) φQ in some open convex neighborhood Ω of x=x.
All points x will be restricted to Ω. At x=x, the surface fj(x)=0 has n a tangent plane ^a hj (x fl -x /l ) = 0 f where a h1 =f hJ (x) . Assume that the matrix A=(a hJ ) has rank n, which implies that Jc^n, and that the tangent planes to the surfaces fj(x)=0 at x=x have the unique intersection x=x. Then the method of § 3 will be applied to obtain x as the limit of a sequence {# (m) }, defined in (3.5).
Let c i3 (x)=f i3 (x)lw)(x); C(x) = (c i1 (x)); F(x) = (f ίj (x)).
Let a? be an assigned approximation to a solution of (5.1), and let ξ be any point in Ω. Then (3.2) and (3.3) give k With p^>0 and η 3 > 0, the next approximation y to a solution of (5. 
For a different condition assuring uniqueness, see [5] . } in the definition of the sequence {x (m} } is designed to permit latitude in the computational use of the method to solve a system (5.1), particularly by means of a high speed digital computing machine. In any application, the process would start with an approximation # (0) which is hoped to be close enough to the unknown solution. Probably it would be sensible to use £ (m) = # (m) until j|/(# (m) )H becomes small and changes become regular in all variables, so that there is evidence of future success for the process. Thereafter £ (m) might be changed only periodically, say at intervals of s iterations, instead of at each step. Also, breakpoints might be introduced in the coding for machine calculation to permit trial of various values of ^( m) , perpaps starting with the safe value |0 (O) =2/ω when n>l. In practice it has been found that convergence to the desired solution can be accelerated if, periodically, preceding values of x Cm} are taken as a basis for extrapolation, after the process has brought x (m) close enough to a solution to create smoothly changing increments 6 Small arc computation of an implicit function* Consider the system (6.1) g(x; r) = 0 , or g ό {x; τ)=0, j=l 9 , n, where τ=(τ u , τ k ) and (x; r) is a solution. Assume that all derivatives g ij = dg j ldx ι exist and are continuous in a closed region Φ: (\\x-x\\<La, ||r-r||<iδ) , and that the Jacobian J=d(g u •••> 9n)ld(x l9 •••, x n )Φ® in Φ. Then, the classical theorem on implicit functions (for example, [3, p. 138] ) states that positive numbers ε<α
